The forests of Cameroon are subject to extensive illegal logging. This includes incursions by timber pirates onto community forest land where they destroy vital resources for local people. Until now local communities, who depend on many of the key species felled by these illegal loggers for fruit, caterpillars, medicines and oil, have had no possibility to address this serious threat to their future.
The website will serve to develop a dialogue between government, NGOs and communities over forest planning and control, and so increase government forest monitoring capacity. It will also provide an accessible platform to audit, and demonstrate governmental commitment to good governance. Cameroon's compliance with the FLEGT process and therefore ensure that its timber production can con- News Forest people map resources/monitor illegal logging in Cameroon: Lewis 1 2 3 4 How to map a moabi tree from screen 1 -4: 1. press gathering icon; 2. press tree icon; 3. press moabi nuts; 4. check and press tick. This method of participative software development was very successful and by the third community visit no changes were requested by the mapping teams, though our own team members noticed certain confusions arising from too many choices. We noted all these issues and on the last day had a debriefing session with the team to finalise the decision tree and icons. In this way we tested four versions of the software before arriving at the final icons and decision tree for Simon to take back to Helveta in UK and prepare for deployment in Cameroon in the next few months.
Robbing of Ngola Community Forest's trees by timber pirates
Even during the short time we walked in the forest the living on well below a dollar a day, the felling of these trees represents a huge loss to them.
As we had done in the previous communities we visited, we introduced the Helveta handheld GPS to News Forest people map resources/monitor illegal logging in Cameroon: Lewis the community. Then we walked in the forest together so they could test it by mapping resources of interest to them, and to gain their impressions of using the software. In approximately two hours we mapped numerous resources, six illegally felled trees and one large sapelli shortly to be felled by the illegal loggers.
Of the six felled trees, two had been abandoned where they fell due to sloppy chainsaw technique causing the bough to twist and splinter internally as it fell. This renders it useless for sawing planks, and so it is abandoned.
Additionally many of the planks sawn from the other trees were abandoned in the forest, often for no apparent reason, sometimes because they had been In summary, it was claimed that such timber pi- Figure 16 Attempts were made to burn these planks Figure 17 Abandoned planks trees easily. He then reportedly approached the President of the Community Forest association and local notables with cash incentives to allow him to log their community forest.
We encountered a similar situation developing in Mang Kako, where the local chief had reportedly accepted money to allow a different Lucas mill operator access to trees near his village. Although too frightened to oppose him, local Kako women villagers told us they were very upset by this since they were the principal harvesters of the products produced by the moabi and sapelli, and would normally sell part of their harvest for much-appreciated cash.
Our source reported that once Mr AMC had sufficient logs to fill a lorry his transporter would arrive to News Forest people map resources/monitor illegal logging in Cameroon: Lewis rates rarely have all the papers they require to fell in community forests, instead they reportedly pay the Délégué Provinciale for 'special permissions'.
Once such planks are loaded on lorries, it is reported that they pay their way through each forestry check-point on the road and while some trade the wood in Douala to industrial loggers with export licenses, many prefer to trade to them before that in order to avoid the road checks. Additionally these operators are cutting trees that are vital to some of Cameroon's poorest communities' well-being and livelihoods.
In conclusion
Every community with whom we tested the software, non-Pygmy and Pygmy alike, was very keen for us to return to enable them to map their territory as soon as possible. Already most people are aware of the power of maps. They have seen how the government uses them to map out UFAs and conservation areas in their territories; how the loggers use them to mark the trees they will exploit; how surveyors use them to demarcate recently purchased land; and that those who have community forests use them to demarcate these areas.
They understand that to record their forest resources on a map is to demonstrate that they are theirs.
It is important that the project maintains this enthusiasm through a well-planned mapping timetable and ensures that a quality printer and plastic laminator will travel with the handhelds to leave good quality maps behind in the community.
Dealing with the data
It is clear that once the handhelds begin collecting data a large amount of specific geo-referenced information on potentially illegal logging activities will be collected. It is imperative that this information is properly analysed and followed up. 
Developing long-term strategies to address the issues revealed by the data

